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Minutes of ARB Meetings 

An ARB meeting was held on August 5,2017 at 1pm. Present were Rosetta Bowsky, Bobbie Spotora 

and, Ramona Vazquez.  Honorary members Jan Ward and Laurene Ziegler were absent. 

This meeting was the results of guideline changes made by the ARB at our July and subsequent 

comments received from the board of directors.  Of the guideline sections changed, comments were 

received on five as shown below. 

Home Owners Association responsibility.  We clarified the HOA versus homeowner responsibility as 

follows: “HOA maintains responsibility for tree, landscape and grass mowing in the common area, 

including the area between the curb and sidewalk.”   

A board member was concerned that landscape should be responsibility of homeowner not the HOA.  

ARB agreed to remove landscape replace it with grass. 

Groundcover.  To clarify mailbox issues, added natural organic groundcover is permitted … “around 

mailbox posts.” 

Board member did not comment on the ARB change but commented the following sentence was 

unclear. “Homeowners may install stones and/or rocks as groundcover in dwelling perimeter, 

including along the walkway.” 

The ARB agreed to add clarification: including along the walkway from the driveway to the front door. 

Irrigation. Modification of the homeowner’s irrigation system, in conjunction with the maintenance 

contractor, is permitted.  The irrigation system is regulated based on the house number of the 

resident: addresses ending in 0 or 1 on Monday; 2 or 3 on Tuesday; 4 or 5 on Wednesday; 6 or 7 on 

Thursday; 8 or 9 on Friday. Sprinkler hours are after 7 PM and no later than 7 AM.  These Irrigation 

standards adhere to the restrictions and violations recommended by Pinellas County Ordinance. 

Board member indicated that specific watering times be included. 

Board members felt that stronger wording was needed when identifying the irrigation schedule.  ARB 

added Pinellas County recommendations. 

Board member also questioned what could be modified by the homeowner.  It was explained the 

sprinkler heads may need altering for distance or direction or special watering.  (Yesterday an HOA 

eblast was issued requesting homeowners to shut off sprinklers due heavy rain.) 
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Mailboxes.  Clarified routine maintenance by including the word “cleaning”.  Added a definitive 

statement, “Mailboxes and posts will be replaced by the HOA, as necessary.”   

Board member questioned inclusion of the word “cleaning”.  ARB agreed to include better clarification 

as follows:  Homeowners are responsible for cleaning and routine maintenance of individual 

mailboxes and posts. 

Board member suggested removal of HOA responsibility for replacement of mailboxes and posts.   

ARB discussed this extensively (feasibility of changing to USPS group boxes) and agreed that the 

difference between who is responsible for maintenance and who is responsible for replacement needs 

to be spelled out.  Also, mailbox is a line item in the CC budget which seems to imply that HOA has a 

financial responsibility. 

If the Board continues to advocate removing the HOA responsibility wording, the ARB would like to 

have an open discussion about mailboxes and posts at a board meeting. 

 

5.24 Fountains.  Board member agrees that no fountains should be permitted but felt “in yards” should 

added.  ARB did not clearly understand the rationale for this nor for similarly changing section 5.43.  

 

 


